
GEOMAGNETISM AND AERONOMY, English Translation, VOL. 34, NO. 3, OCTOBER 1994Russian Edition: MAY{JUNE 1994Precession of heliospheric current sheet axis during thesolar activity cycle determined from geomagnetic dataN. Ya. VanyarkhaInstitute of Terrestrial Magnetism, Ionosphere, and Radio Wave Propagation, Russian Academy ofSciencesAbstract. Data on variations in geomagnetic �eld at high latitudes make it possibleto suggest a method for determining the longitudinal orientation of the heliosphericcurrent sheet (HCS) by information on the instances when the interplanetarymagnetic �eld near the Earth changes its sign. An analysis of experimentalresults for HCS longitudinal orientation variations by geomagnetic data shows thatevolution of the HCS longitudinal orientation during three solar activity cycles hadthe same character.IntroductionWe have revealed a number of regularities in he-liospheric current sheet (HCS) orientation variationsduring the 11-year solar activity cycle [Gulyaev, 1987;Gulyaev and Vanyarkha, 1992]. For the analysis of ori-entation variations, it is useful to introduce the conceptof the average HCS plane, which approximates the lo-cation of the sheet at a distance r = 2:5R� from theSun (source surface). The perpendicular to the averageplane, passing through the Sun's center, can be consid-ered the HCS axis, and the points of its intersection withthe solar surface can be considered its poles. We havedemonstrated that the HCS average plane agrees wellwith the equator of the dipolar component of the to-tal solar magnetic �eld [Vanyarkha, 1991]. For analysisof sheet orientation in the Carrington system of coordi-nates, we use the following parameters: the inclinationof the HCS average plane to the solar equatorial plane(angle ' between the sheet axis and the solar rotationone) and the Carrington longitude �0 of the HCS polenearest the north solar pole.For analysis of HCS orientation [Gulyaev, 1987; Gu-lyaev and Vanyarkha, 1992], we used data on the con-�guration of a radial magnetic �eld neutral line on thesource surface during almost two 11-year cycles (1971{1990) [Hoeksema, 1991; Hoeksema and Scherrer, 1986;Korzhov, 1982]. Now we look for opportunities to useother data which will allow us to extend our investiga-tions to earlier solar activity cycles. Below, we considerdata on the interplanetary magnetic �elds (IMF) nearthe Earth.Copyright 1995 by the American Geophysical Union.0016{7932/95/3403{0029$18.00/1

Mathematical Formulation of theProblemThe equation of the HCS average plane in Carringtoncoordinates  and � has the following form [Gulyaev,1987; Gulyaev and Vanyarkha, 1992]:tan' = � tan cos(� � �0) (1)The method of least squares enables us to determinethe unknown parameters  and � if there is a set ofvalues 'i = f(�i) which describes the real con�gurationof the sheet. Gulyaev [1987] deduced the correspondingexpressions for the required parameters of the averageplane. Particularly, for �0 it is�0 = arctan nXi=1 tan'i sin�inXi=1 tan'i cos�i (2)In previous studies [Gulyaev, 1987; Gulyaev and Van-yarkha, 1992], we used the values 'i(�i), obtained byneutral lines of the radial magnetic �eld on the sourcesurface presented in the form of synoptic maps [Hoek-sema, 1991; Hoeksema and Scherrer, 1986; Korzhov,1982].For the period until 1971, reliable data on the HCSbase con�guration are absent. We tried to use othersources such as data on IMF polarity near the Earthobtained from ground-based observations of the geo-magnetic �eld variations at high latitudes [Mansurov,1984; Svalgaard, 1972; Zaitsev and Popov, 1990]. It isnecessary to note that some other authors have usedthese data for study of other aspects of sheet behav-ior [e.g., Kuklin and Obridko, 1988]. These data allow422



vanyarkha: precession of heliospheric current sheet axis 423us to determine the dates of IMF polarity changes or,in other words, the dates of HCS intersections by theEarth. Extrapolation to the Sun, taking into accounttransportation time (about 5 days), gives us the pos-sibility to determine the Carrington longitudes of thepoints, where the sheet neutral lines intersect the solarequatorial plane on the source surface. It is obvious thatlongitudes of the intersection points alone are unable toprovide information on the HCS inclination (angle  ).We must try to determine the second parameter of thesheet orientation (angle �0).The following analysis is necessary for this purpose.If we consider the synoptic map of the neutral lineon the source surface for a speci�c Carrington cycleand without change in the longitudes of the pointsat which the neutral line intersects the solar equator(where tan'i = 0) and then vary the con�guration ofthe line between these points, we can determine param-eter L0, which is equivalent to the parameter of lon-gitudinal orientation �0 for arbitrary con�gurations ofthe neutral line. For this purpose, we use formula (2),substituting tan'i into it by the signum-function sgn'i and assuming n = 27 (the number of full days in aCarrington cycle).To determine if the values L0 thus obtained corre-spond to the real longitudinal orientation of the HCS,we consider the period 1971{1989, for which correct val-ues of �0 exist [Gulyaev, 1987; Gulyaev and Vanyarkha,1992]. Figure 1 shows the correlation between L0 and�0 for the mentioned period. It is obvious that values
Figure 1. Correlation between values L0 and �0 for theinterval 1971{1989. Solid line is the condition L0 � �0.

Figure 2. Temporal behavior of parameter L0 (solidline) and �0 (dashed line) during the periods 1960{1967 (a), 1972{1978 (b), and 1981{1989 (c). Verticalline marks the solar activity minimum.L0 and �0, corresponding to speci�c solar cycles, aretoo close together. It means that information on thelongitudes of the points at which neutral lines intersectthe solar equator is su�cient for determination of thelongitudinal orientation of the sheet in the Carringtoncoordinate system. So, the method of HCS orientationstudy based on geomagnetic data application discussedhere is su�ciently justi�ed.It is necessary to note that data on IMF polarity nearthe Earth are obtained for the ecliptic plane. Neverthe-less, the deection of points in the ecliptic from the solarequatorial plane does not exceed 7� of the heliosphericlatitude, and such deection for the discussed problemcan be neglected.Evolution of HCS LongitudinalOrientation in 1958{1989On the basis of the results obtained, we extended thestudy of the HCS longitudinal orientation variations toearlier cycles. Figure 2a shows the results of investiga-tions of observations from 1958 to 1967. So, we can trace



424 vanyarkha: precession of heliospheric current sheet axisthe longitudinal sheet orientation evolution during theperiod containing three solar cycles, i.e., from 1958 to1989. Figure 2 shows the corresponding curves for thevariations in longitudinal orientation of the HCS in theactivity cycles, all smoothed with a sliding-mean tech-nique by seven points. For comparison, Figures 2b and2c demonstrate the curves of the parameter �0 varia-tions from 1971 to 1989 as obtained from the real con�g-uration of the sheet base. Coincidence of the temporalbehaviors of parameters �0 and L0 gives additional con-�rmation of the justi�cation and e�ciency of the sug-gested method. Comparison of the curves in Figures 2a,2b, and 2c shows the similar behavior of parameter L0variations in all cycles. In other words, the regularity ofthe longitudinal orientation of the HCS took place in ev-ery cycle from 1958 to 1989. L0 monotonically decreasesat the beginning of the solar activity decay. This meansthat the sheet rotation slows down in comparison withthe Carrington one. The braking of the HCS rotationtook place at the minimum of the cycle or somewhatlater, but approximately a year later, the earlier situa-tion and the Carrington rotation were restored.Conclusions1. We have suggested a method for determining thelongitudinal orientation of the HCS by using informa-tion on the instances when the IMF near the Earthchanges its sign, which is based on data about varia-tions of the geomagnetic �eld at high latitudes. Thesuggested method allows us to extend the study of HCSlongitudinal orientation evolution to earlier solar activ-ity cycles.2. The results of our investigations show that varia-tions in the sheet longitudinal orientation during threesolar activity cycles (1958{1989) have the same charac-ter.Acknowledgments. I would like to thank R. A. Gul-yaev for useful discussions and attention to the work.
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